Partial Genealogy of the McClintocks (of Connecticut)

John McClintock (1836-at least 1900); (shoe cutter in factory) (Emigrated from Ireland to Natick, Middlesex co. Massachusetts); (moved to Hartford, Connecticut, then Brockton, Plymouth co. MA)

Sarah (?-? (1840s-at least 1900) (emigrated from Ireland)

6 Others Dr. Thomas Henry McClintock (1876-at least 1910); (physician) (Emigrated from Ireland to Natick, Middlesex co. Massachusetts); (moved to Hartford CT, then Brooklyn, Kings co. New York)

Sarah Handy (1875-at least 1910)

3 Others Dr. Barbara McClintock (1902-92); (PhD/botany) (born Hartford CT); (moved to Brooklyn, Kings co. NY) (professor, University of Missouri Columbia, 1936-41; at Carnegie Institute of Washington DC; Department of Genetics, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, 1941-67; emiritus, 1967) (president, Genetics Society of America, 1945) (Nobel Prize for Physics or Medicine, 1983; discovered mobile genetic elements)